
Kenya Thunguri
Quality in the crosshairs.
Moving every year towards progress development. 

Coffee Specifications

Brewing Guidelines
Thunguri has a deep, winy body 
that excels at syrupy concentra-
tions, though lighter brews 
might showcase more fruit 
tones.

Filter: 1:16-1:17 ratio, 4  minute 
brews, medium grind
Espresso: 18g in, 40-44 out, 
28-32 seconds

Thunguri is a coffee factory that has been fully operating since 1987. The 
factory employs ten full time permanent staff, who spend most of their 
time in cherry selection, running the de-pulping equipment, grading 
coffee, and addressing farmer’s concerns. Though the factory faces a lot 
of challenges — shortage of loan opportunities, expensive fertilizers, poor 
road conditions and infrastructure, and bad weather conditions — they 
still work hard to drive quality forward consciously. Facing the stark reali-
ties of being a rural coffee factory, Thunguri is still focused on small 
environmental initiatives, like waste water soak pits, which allow waste 
water from milling to filter back into the soil for reabsorbtion. 

The Thunguri factory also highly encourages good farming practices for 
it’s members — currently, they help coordinate farming training programs 
from the ministry of agriculture, and help farmers follow the strict guide-
lines of the Coffee Research Station. While the factory has been around 
for thirty years, this coffee project is definitely still in development. The 
quality of this coffee is a testament to how education programs and high 
premiums paid for coffee can drive progress forward. With higher prices 
paid for coffee, factories and Co-ops have more working capital to invest 
into education and processes, which helps produce higher quality and 
consistency the next year. Ruby is proud to purchase this coffee. 

Region: Kirinyaga District, 
Karatina town
Co-Op: Kibirigwi Farmers 
Co-operative Society
Producer: Thunguri 
Elevation: 1650 meters 
Varieties: SL-28, SL-34, Ruiru 11
Processing: Fully washed, dried 
on raised beds
Taste notes: fresh fig, tamarind, 
grapefruit, pear


